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Outstanding Cinematography For A Reality Program

The Amazing Race

Series Body Of Work

In the Austrian Alps, teams take center stage in a performance themed leg of yodeling, dancing, and
playing traditional Glockenklang bells. As elimination looms for the last place team, navigational errors and
misplaced costumes lead to a climactic footrace through the streets of historic Innsbruck.

American Ninja Warrior

San Antonio Qualifying

Men and women from all walks of life try to conquer the world's toughest obstacle course.

Below Deck Sailing Yacht

Smoke On The Water

When another engine issue emerges, Capt. Glenn modifies the plan and takes control of the ship, pointing
out the crews’ mistakes. Daisy and Colin make up after their fight as their relationship grows stronger.
Daisy confronts Gary about Mads and claims he’s playing his usual games.

The Big Brunch

The Carb Loading Brunch

For Carb Day, the chefs are tasked with their most difficult challenge yet: create a two-bread starter and a
main dish featuring leavened dough. Can the chefs step out of their savory comfort zones to take on
experienced baker Danielle?

Bling Empire: New York

A Bling Empire State Of Mind

Dorothy is ready for her new life in New York City, but when she arrives not-so-fashionably late to a
couture party, tempers flare and a rivalry ignites.

Buying Beverly Hills

The Next CEO

Jon secures The Agency's biggest-ever listing, a house worth $139 million; Mauricio announces that the
family business is about to get a little bigger.

Celebrity IOU

Halle Berry's Beautiful Gift For Cherished Teacher

Halle Berry heads to Cleveland, Ohio, to surprise her fifth-grade teacher and lifelong mentor, Yvonne, with
a life-changing renovation.

The Challenge: Ride Or Dies

The End Of The Ride

With 31 hours left in the final, three teams face a cornfield maze and Balls In for a last chance at $1
million.



The Circle

An Unlikely Team Emerges

After a shocking vote, two players get a big surprise. A funny new face has the chat laughing, while
strategic cliques start to form behind the scenes.

The Climb

Deep Water Solo

Kicking off their journey in Majorca, Spain, Chris Sharma and Megan Martin put the skills of ten aspiring
rock climbers to the ultimate test in an intimidating deep water solo challenge.

Cosmic Love

Astrologically Matched

The four Elements arrive at the Cosmic Compound and meet a group of eligible singles. They each go on a
first date before any of their ideal matches are revealed; some follow their astrological advice, and some
fall back into old patterns. Sparks begin to fly; early connections are tested.

Couples Therapy

Episode 17

Christine learns what’s hiding underneath her resentment. Erica connects with Sean. Brock and Kristi reach
a potential breaking point.

Deadliest Catch

Call Of A New Generation

In the season premiere, a young diverse generation ventures to the Bering Sea forging unlikely
wheelhouse alliances across the fleet. But as high prices draw illegal foreign boats, captains young and old
must band together to defend America’s prized crab grounds.

Diners, Drive-ins And Dives

Seafood, Spice & Soul

Guy Fieri has traveled all over looking for the best diners, drive-ins and dives, highlighting great
restaurants that have been doing it right for decades. From tried-and-true favorites, to updated twists on
classics, Guy gives viewers a roadmap to great food finds and a spotlight for the people creating them.

Dr. Seuss Baking Challenge

Fox In Socks & If I Ran The Circus

Three teams remain in the City of Seuss to vie for their place in the finale! They’ll be challenged to take on
two of Dr. Seuss’ most tongue-twisting tales: Fox in Socks and If I Ran the Circus. At the end of this
challenge, just two teams will move on.

Floor Is Lava

Cruisers, Bakers, And Bubble Makers

A creepy attic threatens to swallow up the Cruise Crew, Team Bakers and Mermaids as each of the team
compete for the $10,000 prize.

Forever Summer: Hamptons

The Summer With The Goodbyes

Summer is coming to a close, and everyone has loose ends to tie up. Shannon and Milo try to get to the
bottom of Todd’s jealousy, while Ilan wonders if a long-distance relationship is in the cards for him and
Sophia. As Habs leaves, Juliet plans a future with Tony.



The Gentle Art Of Swedish Death Cleaning

What Lies Beneath

Godfrey looks fine on the surface. But underneath there’s a pile of grief. His basement is full of his
deceased parents’ things, and he doesn’t want to get rid of any of it. The Death Cleaners help him face his
basement and his grief.

Gold Rush

The Alaska Verdict

A disastrous flood threatens to shockingly end Parker Schnabel’s Alaskan operation, the Clayton brothers
can’t get to gold rich ground and gamble on a risky plant move to save their season and Tony Beets takes
matters into his own hands when a burst pipe stops the gold coming in.

House Of Ho

Engaged To A Ho

In the wake of a challenging year, Nate and Judy plan for their future, while a newly-sober Washington
takes on his first day of work.

The Hype

The Final Drop x Street Party

The final contestants square off for the chance to present their complete collections in a game-changing
final drop.

Indian Matchmaking

An ABCD

Viral meets Aashay's parents. Rushali enjoys a first date - until it hits a snag. In California, Sima urges ER
doctor Vikash to rethink his criteria.

Intervention

Tina Featuring Amber Rose

Amber Rose travels home to South Philadelphia to come to the aid of her childhood best friend Tina, who’s
addicted to fentanyl and crack. Amber enlists the aid of Tina’s family, a local private investigator, and
Interventionist Michael Gonzales.

Iron Chef: Quest For An Iron Legend

Battle Street Food

Mulleted sandwich ace Mason Hereford elevates gas station ingredients in a Curtis Stone street fight that
holds lamb to the flame five ways.

Life Below Zero

The Pursuit

As the brief Fall season dwindles, Alaskans must race to secure resources and finalize projects before the
deep cold returns to reclaim the Arctic.

Love Is Blind

Eternal Bliss?

The remaining couples weigh doubts and dreams as they decide whether to commit to their futures
together - or walk away alone.



Making The Cut

Festival Wear

Coming off of the strongest runway of the season, the remaining designers are assigned to create a two-
look fesitival wear collection, leading many of them to face their biggest challenge yet and ending with a
shocking result.

The Mole

Are You The Mole?

Twelve crafty competitors gather in Australia's ancient Daintree Rainforest to begin the game, with no idea
which of them might be plotting sabotage.

My Kind Of Country

Finale Part II

The finalists channel everything they’ve learned from the scouts and each other for one last chance at
becoming country music’s next big star.

The One That Got Away

Back To My Future

Six singles arrive at our resort - a place which will turn back the clock and give them a chance at love with
a variety of people from their past. What if the one that got away, didn’t? Allyssa, Ashley, Jeff, Kasey, Nigel
and Vince are about to find out.

Outlast

Fire. Water. Flare.

Sixteen players must form teams to survive their first night on rugged Alaskan terrain — but frigid
temperatures and scarce resources won't make it easy.

Perfect Match

Love Is The End Game

Reality TV stars gather at a villa to find their first matches; two friends opt to prioritize strategy over
romance.

Queer Eye

Speedy For Life

After a traumatic accident, a young man wants to inspire others but hides his own sadness.

Running Wild With Bear Grylls: The Challenge

Simu Liu In The Canadian Rockies

Bear shows Simu Liu how to trigger avalanches, plunge into frozen lakes and traverse alpine terrain as
temperatures drop below -20.

RuPaul’s Drag Race

Series Body Of Work

In the ultimate performance challenge of the season, queens star in Wigloose: The Rusical! This timely
musical tale of resistance takes place in a small town where a narrow-minded leader has outlawed drag,
and it’s up to a group of young queens to fight back and change hearts and minds.



Selling Sunset

I Wanted To Hate You

Chrishell is head-over-heels in love — but is she ready to face the awkwardness at the office? New agent
Bre comes in hot, ruffling a few feathers.

Special Forces: Worlds Toughest Test

Test Of Character

Sixteen celebrities face challenges from the playbook of the Special Forces selection process.

Survivor

Series Body Of Work

18 new castaways head to the Fiji islands to build their own society and attempt to Outwit, Outlast and
Outplay each other for $1 million and the title of Sole Survivor.

Sweet Life: Los Angeles

Have You Really Have, Though?

For their final night in Mexico, Amanda plans a surprise pool party for Rob's birthday, but the celebration
quickly becomes a backdrop to relationship shake ups, make ups, and…break ups.

Tough As Nails

Series Body Of Work

Tough As Nails is a competition series about Americans who roll up their sleeves and get their hands dirty
to keep America running. Competitors are tested for their strength, endurance, life skills and mental
toughness in challenges that take place at real-world job sites.

The Traitors

The Grand Finale

On the final day, the players are steps away from the prize money; the ultimate mission and the final
round table banishing occur; the surviving players gather at The Fire of Truth, where either the Traitors or
the Faithful will win the prize pot.

The Ultimatum: Queer Love

The Changeover

Revelations are shared during the changeover. Will a one-night stand break one couple — and will
someone new come between another?

Wahl Street

Alma Always

After the loss of his beloved mother, Alma, Mark takes a break from everything except filming his latest
movie and finds unexpected solace in one of his scenes.

We're Here

Jackson, Mississippi

Bob, Eureka, and Shangela travel to Jackson, Mississippi – city with a long history of oppression – helping
Mark create an authentic, safe community for other queer people of color; Debronski find his voice and
overcome fear holding him back; and motorcycle-riding Chris, whose ally-ship's as hardcore as his lifestyle.



Welcome To Wrexham

Do Or Die

For the first time in 14 years, Wrexham has a chance to be promoted out of the National League. Can they
do it?

End of Category


